LF FA 12t Distribution

**Exterior**
- Day Cab, Extended Day Cab or Sleeper Cab
- Central door locking, illumination test, key with remote control
- Optional external sun visor
- Optional LED daytime running lights
- Electrically adjustable mirrors
- Halogen headlamps
- Optional fog lights combined with cornering lights
- Headlamp panel, bumper and cab steps in stone grey or cab colour
- Various types of roof spoilers and fenders
- Optional Kerb view window in the co-driver’s door

**Interior**
- Air-suspended or luxury driver seat with optional armrest
- Fixed, air-suspended or luxury co-driver seat
- Optional soft-grip leather steering wheel
- Optional air conditioning
- Electric controlled window
- FMS prepared
- Optional hands-free TruckPhone
- Antennas: AM/FM, GSM, GPS
- Cruise control
- Basic-immobiliser
- DAF Connect
- Driver Performance Assistant (DPA)
- Roof hatch with manual or electrical operation
- Storage on engine tunnel

**Safety**
- LDWS
- VSC
- Optional ACC + FCW and AEBS
- Optional reverse warning

**Suspension and axles**
- Parabolic front suspension; axle load 4.5 t
- Air suspended, single reduction rear axle; axle load 8.5 t

**Tyres**
- Steel disc wheels, silver grey
- Tyre size front and rear: 245/70 R17.5

**Driveline**
- Engine output 135 - 194 kW (184 - 264 hp); torque 750 - 1000 Nm
- Optional cold-start system for cold climates below -18°C
- 5 or 6-speed automatic gearbox or 6-speed manual gearbox
- Heated moisture separator
- Optional mechanical differential lock
- ASR

**Brake system**
- Exhaust brake
- Advanced Electronic Braking System (AEBS)
- Ventilated disc brakes front and rear

**Chassis**
- Wide range of wheelbase / rear overhang combinations
- Side member: 210/6.0 mm
- Various exhaust variants, including vertical designs
- 80-A alternator, 2x 125 Ah batteries. Optional 100-A alternator and 2x 175 Ah batteries
- Plastic fuel tank(s), capacity up to 925 litres
- AdBlue tank 25 or 50 litres
- Low level air intake
- Application connector for tail lift
- Hole pattern for body attachment
- Optional LED rear lights

**Body and body preparations**
- Application connector chassis
- Optional application connector tailift
- Optional BAM1
- Optional body builders module
- Optional body signals and warnings
- Optional CAN J1939 functions in application connector
- Side marker lights

**Warranty**
- Optional DAF MultiSupport Warranty Plus – up to 3 years for drive line or truck, limited or unlimited mileage

**OPTIONAL:** DAF MULTISUPPORT repair and maintenance agreements offer excellent economical packages from DAF, from MultiSupport Care+ up to Full Care
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Note: standard cab colour is Brilliant White. No rights can be derived from this picture.
Created to deliver
The advantages of the LF FA 12t Distribution

A low kerb weight for high payloads. Low fuel consumption and long service intervals for low operating costs. Maximum manoeuvrability thanks to the smallest turning circle in its class. All of these features make the LF the ideal distribution truck for transport companies. With high front axle capacity to prevent overloading with partial loads. High-performance batteries allow frequent use of the tail lift. Every detail of the LF has been carefully considered; a fact that stands out.

Aerodynamic
An adjustable roof air deflector with fully integrated side collars is optionally available for improved fuel economy. It offers an ideal aerodynamic streamline between cab and body.

Overview
Large mirrors and windows increase visibility and safety.

Representative
Attractively designed front panel with large radiator grille, centrally positioned DAF logo and plenty of space for your advertising. The modern, spacious interior, with a dashboard designed around the driver. The controls are within reach and logically grouped by function focus on practicality and provide an ideal work space.

Robust
Lexan headlights and optional LED rear lights, fully-galvanised steel bumpers and non-slip aluminium steps, illuminated when the door is open, reduce the likelihood of accidents and increase safety.

Safe
Lane Departure Warning System is standard for LF vehicles; Adaptive Cruise Control with Forward Collision Warning and Advanced Electronic Braking is standard for LF vehicles with rear air suspension and otherwise optionally available.
**Easy access**
The low cab floor together with convenient steps, doors that open wide (90°) and corner deflectors to ensure clean door handles, allow easy access to the vehicle.

**Intelligent**
The central display provides information in the driver’s own language (based on tacho card) and includes DAF Driver Performance Assistant to guide the driver into the most economic driving style.

**Distribution box/ tarpaulin**
Box or flatbed/ tarpaulin bodies from renowned body manufacturers offer flexible loading and load securing options.

**Lift capacity**
Tail lifts from different manufacturers can be configured on demand.

**Economic**
A completely flat, light and strong chassis with as many components as possible practically positioned on the inside hereof, form a perfect base for any superstructure. The electric and electronical system can easily be connected with that of the superstructure to ensure proper operation of the vehicle applications with user friendly messages on the DAF instrument panel.

**Fuel**
Tank capacities of 110 up to 925 litres are available, depending on the intended purpose.

**Agile**
With a max. 53° wheel deflection angle, the LF has the smallest turning circle in its class.